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ABSTRACT

Quantitative photoacoustic tomography is an emerging imaging technique aimed at estimating optical parame-
ters inside tissue from photoacoustic images. This optical parameter estimation problem is an ill-posed inverse
problem, and thus it is sensitive to measurement and modelling errors. Therefore, light propagation in quantita-
tive photoacoustic tomography needs to be accurately modelled. A widely accepted model for light propagation
in biological tissue is the radiative transfer equation. In this work, the radiative transfer equation is utilised
in quantitative photoacoustic tomography. Estimating absorption and scattering distributions in quantitative
photoacoustic tomography using various illuminations is investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative photoacoustic tomography (QPAT) is an emerging imaging technique aimed at estimating the
optical parameters inside tissue from photoacoustic images which are formed by combining optical information
and ultrasonic propagation.1 Thus, the method proceeds from photoacoustic tomography by taking the estimated
initial pressure distributions as data and estimating the absolute values of the optical parameters.

The two inverse problems of QPAT are: 1) reconstruct the initial acoustic pressure distribution from measured
acoustic waves and 2) reconstruct the distributions of the optical parameters from the absorbed optical energy
density. The first inverse problem is an inverse initial value problem of acoustics. There are a large number
of reconstruction techniques available, see e.g.2–4 and the references therein. However, in cases in which the
speed of sound, acoustic absorption and scattering within the tissue are varying, the inverse problem becomes
significantly more challenging.

The second inverse problem in QPAT is the optical image reconstruction. In the optical inverse problem, the
goal is to estimate the concentrations of chromophores. These can be obtained either by directly estimating the
chromophore concentrations from photoacoustic images obtained at various wavelengths5–8 or by first recovering
the absorption coefficients at different wavelengths and then calculating the concentrations from the absorption
spectra.5,7, 9 In order to obtain accurate estimates, scattering effects need to be taken into account.1,10–12 As
an alternative to the two-step approach to the solution of the QPAT inverse problem, estimation of the optical
parameters directly from photoacoustic time series has also been considered recently.13–18

In this work, the optical inverse problem of QPAT is considered. The optical parameter estimation problem
is ill-posed, and thus it is sensitive to measurement and modelling errors. Therefore, light propagation and
absorption in QPAT needs to be accurately modelled. A widely accepted model for light propagation in biological
tissue is the radiative transfer equation (RTE).19,20 However, it is computationally expensive, and therefore its
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approximation in strongly scattering medium, the diffusion approximation (DA), is often utilised in biomedical
imaging.20 In QPAT, however, imaging depth can be small compared to the average scattering length, and thus
the DA is not a valid approximation.19,20

Utilising the RTE in QPAT has previously been considered in Refs.11,21–25 Comparison of the performance
of the RTE and the DA as light transport models in the optical inverse problem of QPAT was considered in
Ref.11 Furthermore, a gradient based method for the problem was developed in Ref.23 In,25 the RTE was
utilised in QPAT in the case of using illuminations from a single direction. In this work, this approach is further
investigated. Estimation of absorption and scattering is considered and reconstructions obtained using the RTE
and DA as the light transport models are compared.

2. METHODS

The optical inverse problem in QPAT is to estimate the optical properties of the object when the absorbed
optical energy density H is given. In this work, the absorption µa and scattering µs distributions are estimated
by minimising the functional

(µ̂a, µ̂s) = arg min
µa,µs

{
‖Le(Hmeas −H(µa, µs))‖2 + ‖Lµa

(µa − ηµa
)‖2 + ‖Lµs

(µs − ηµs
)‖2
}

(1)

where Hmeas and H are the measured and modelled absorbed optical energy density. Further, matrix Le is the
Cholesky decomposition of the inverse of the noise covariance matrix Γ−1e = LT

e Le, ηµa
and ηµs

are the means of
the prior for absorption and scattering, respectively, and Lµa

and Lµs
are the Cholesky decompositions of the

inverse of the prior covariance matrices for absorption and scattering Γ−1µa
= LT

µa
Lµa

and Γ−1µs
= LT

µs
Lµs

. In this
work, an informative smoothness prior is utilised.26,27

The minimisation problem (1) is solved using a Gauss-Newton method with a line search algorithm, for
determination of the step length, and a positivity constraint for the estimated parameters.11,28

2.1 Forward Model

A widely accepted model for light transport in tissues is the radiative transfer equation.19,20 The time-
independent RTE together with a boundary condition is of the form

ŝ · ∇φ(r, ŝ) + (µa + µs)φ(r, ŝ) = µs

∫
Sn−1

Θ(ŝ · ŝ′)φ(r, ŝ′)dŝ′, r ∈ Ω (2)

φ(r, ŝ) =

{
φ0(r, ŝ), r ∈ εj , ŝ · n̂ < 0

0, r ∈ ∂Ω\εj , ŝ · n̂ < 0
(3)

where Ω ⊂ Rn, (n = 2 or 3) is the domain with boundary ∂Ω, ŝ ∈ Sn−1 is the unit vector in the direction of
interest, φ(r, ŝ) is the radiance, Θ(ŝ · ŝ′) is the scattering phase function, and φ0(r, ŝ) is an inward directed light
source on the boundary εj ⊂ ∂Ω. The absorbed optical energy density H(r), can be solved as

H(r) = µaΦ(r) (4)

where Φ(r) is the photon fluence

Φ(r) =

∫
Sn−1

φ(r, ŝ)dŝ. (5)

In the diffusion approximation framework, the radiance is approximated by

φ(r, ŝ) ≈ 1

|Sn−1|
Φ(r)− n

|Sn−1|
ŝ · (κ∇Φ(r)) (6)

where κ = (n(µa + µ′s))
−1

is the diffusion coefficient where µ′s = (1− g)µs is the reduced scattering coefficient
and g is the mean of the cosine of the scattering angle.20,29 By inserting the approximation (6) and similar
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approximations written for the source term and phase function into equation (2) and following the derivation
in,19,20,30 we obtain the DA which, together with a Robin-type boundary condition, can be written as

−∇ · κ∇Φ(r) + µaΦ(r) = 0, r ∈ Ω (7)

Φ(r) +
1

2γn
κ
∂Φ(r)

∂n̂
=

{
Is
γn
, r ∈ εj

0, r ∈ ∂Ω \ εj
(8)

where Is is a diffuse boundary current at the source position εj ⊂ ∂Ω and γn is a dimension-dependent constant
which takes values γ2 = 1/π and γ3 = 1/4. Basically, the approximation (6) means that the radiance is assumed
to be almost uniform with respect to angular direction. This is generally valid in turbid media sufficiently far
from light sources and boundaries.19,20

In this work, the RTE and the DA are numerically solved using the finite element method (FEM).30,31 In
the FE-approximation of the RTE both spatial and angular discretisation are implemented in piecewise linear
bases. Furthermore, a streamline diffusion modification is utilised.32,33

3. RESULTS

The optical inverse problem of QPAT was investigated with two-dimensional (2D) simulations. A rectangular
domain of size 4 mm × 8 mm was considered. In a domain of this size, the approximations of the DA are not
valid and the RTE is a more accurate light transport model.

Two types of imaging situations were considered: an approach where the target was illuminated from various
directions and an approach in which the target was illuminated from one direction. In the inverse problem
of QPAT, in the absence of other suitable prior information, simultaneous estimation of both absorption and
scattering is generally non-unique if only one light illumination is used.10,24 In this work, spatially modulated
light was utilised to overcome the non-uniqueness problem in the case of illuminations from one direction.25 The
different illuminations that were utilised are shown in Fig. 1.

The simulation domain included varying and partially overlapping absorption and scattering inclusions. The
distributions of simulated absorption and scattering values are shown on the top row of Figs. 2 and 3. The
anisotropy parameter was g = 0.8 throughout the domain. The data was simulated using the RTE (2)–(3).
The spatial FE-discretisation consisted of 9322 triangular elements and 4782 nodes. Furthermore, 128 angular
directions were used. Gaussian distributed noise with standard deviation of 1% of the amplitude was added into
the simulated data. Three types of data was simulated: i) data using four planar illuminations from different
directions, ii) data using four light patterns illuminated from top of the target and iii) data using one planar
illumination from top of the target.

The absorption and scattering distributions were reconstructed by minimising (1). Both the RTE (2)–(3) and
the DA (7)–(8) were used as light transport model. The FE-element discretisation consisted of 1308 triangular
elements and 703 nodes. In the case of the RTE, 64 angular directions were used. The reconstructed absorption
and scattering distributions obtained using the RTE as light transport model are shown in Fig. 2 and the
reconstructed absorption and scattering distributions obtained using the DA as light transport model are shown
in Fig. 3.

The results show that the best quality reconstructions are obtained by utilising illuminations from various
directions and the RTE as light transport model. In that case, both absorbing and scattering inclusions can
be reconstructed. In the case of illuminating the target only from one direction using spatially modulated light
and the RTE as light transport model, the absorption images are almost of the same quality as in the case
of multi-direction illuminations. Only the inclusions located furthest from the illuminating edge show weaker
reconstructed absorption values. Information on scattering is, however, quickly lost as the distance to the
illumination edge increases.

In the case of the reconstructions obtained using the DA as the light transport model, the reconstructed
absorption distributions appear to be of the same quality as the RTE reconstructions. The reconstructed scat-
tering distributions are, however, significantly poorer on quality and the inclusions can be distinguished only in
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Figure 1. Fluence created by different illuminations used in the simulations. Four illuminations from different directions
(left column) and four spatially modulated light patterns at one side of the target (right column).

the case of multiple illuminations from various directions. However, also in that case, the contrast of scattering
is much weaker compared to scattering reconstructions obtained using the RTE.

If only one planar illumination is used, both the RTE and DA give unreliable estimates for absorption and
scattering. This is due to ill-posedness and non-uniqueness of the problem.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, estimating absorption and scattering distributions in QPAT using multiple illuminations was
investigated. Planar illuminations from various directions and spatially modulated light from one direction were
investigated. The RTE was used as light transport model and the results were compared to reconstructions
obtained using the DA as light transport model. The results show that, if the target can be illuminated only
from one direction, utilising spatially modulated light can significantly improve the reconstructions compared
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Figure 2. Reconstructed absorption (left column) and scattering (right column) distributions obtained using the RTE as
the light transport model. Images from top to bottom: simulated distributions (first row), reconstructions obtained using
planar illuminations from various directions (second row), reconstructions obtained using spatially modulated illumination
patterns (third row) and reconstructions obtained using one planar illumination (fourth row). The units of the colorbars
are in mm−1.

to one planar illumination. However, the quality of the scattering images is comparable to the quality of the
reconstructions obtained using multi-direction illuminations only close to the illuminating edge.
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Figure 3. Reconstructed absorption (left column) and scattering (right column) distributions using the DA as the light
transport model. Images from top to bottom: simulated distributions (first row), reconstructions obtained using planar
illuminations from various directions (second row), reconstructions obtained using spatially modulated illumination pat-
terns (third row) and reconstructions obtained using one planar illumination (fourth row). The units of the colorbars are
in mm−1.
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